
HARPSDEN 1st v HURLEY 1st  – 21st May 2016 

 

Match abandoned - Rain 

 

HURLEY 
N Akhtar c Ward b Stevens 15 

D Simoes b Stevens 4 

P Hunjan c Bryan b Hancock 4 

Sc Taylor c&b Birkett 20 

R Brown b Whittaker 43 

I Arshad b Wright 14 

V Sharma b Wright 0 

P Ridgeway c Hancock b Paice 10  

K Northy c Bryan b Whittaker 0 

M Basharat c unknown b Stevens 1 

H Mansell Not Out 0 

 Extras 9 

 Total 120ao 

 

T Hancock 7-1-31-1 J Wright 7-2-36-2 

T Stevens 6-1-28-3 C Whittaker 5-4-4-2 

E Birkett 6-2-13-1 J Paice  3.3-1-2-1 

 

HARPSDEN 
S Imlay Not Out 6 

A Bryan Not Out 12 

 Extras 0 

 Total 18-0 

 

N Akhtar 2-0-14-0  

P Ridgeway 1-0-4-0 

 

Harpden is a very nicely appointed club with an old but small clubhouse and a large playing 

area recently chiselled out of the hillside. Hurley were greeted by the sight of a team largely 

of 20 year olds undergoing training routines with military precision in identical uniform. 

Hurley’s approach in contrast is somewhat more relaxed reflecting a wider spread of 

demographic and the need to reshuffle with George Lewis succumbing late in the morning 

to a dodgy burger.  

 

Grey skies threatened and with the home side keen to maintain their 19 league winning run, 

opposition skipper Christian Whittaker had little hesitation inserting Hurley. It was soon clear 

that the impressive pace of the attack was going to see the ball fly quickly off the bat, and 

Naeem Akhtar plundered 6 from the opening Hancock (1-31) over. Dave Simoes steered his 

second ball through gully for a boundary but the pace of Stevens (3-28) uprooted his stumps 

3 balls later. Pav Hunjan slapped Hancock behind square but relishing the pace of the ball 

on bat then edged to slip. This was to be the theme of the Hurley batting as runs flowed 

freely but this only seemed to encourage rash batting. Akhtar chased a wide delivery and 

Hurley were 25-3 inside 6 overs. Scott Taylor (20) and Ross Brown (43) batted beautifully taking 

control with a 4th wicket stand of 33 in 8 overs before Taylor pushed back to the left arm of 

Birkett (1-13), the pick of the bowling with his miserly 6 overs. Arshad and Sharma were casual 

with their wicket and the bright innings of Brown ended when he was bowled by the spin of 

Whittaker with Hurley teetering on 103-6. The tail had little to add with umpire Mansell 

standing in at no11 as Hurley’s profligate innings ended in the 35th over on 120.  

 



14 overs were optimistically scheduled before tea but only 3 were possible before the drizzle 

started and the bowlers could not grip the ball. Tea was called at 3.35 and calculations 

made that the match could not be called off until 6.24. Mo Basherat demolished the pasta 

and appalled his team-mates dunking his cake in tea. Both teams then had to sit around 

watching the drizzled, welded to mobile phones and getting more frustrated. Sanity finally 

reigned around 6pm when the match was finally called off. The Hurley team evaporated 

faster than the rain while the home team repaired en-mass to the bar in an impressive display 

of team unity born of youth.    


